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The algebraic K-groups of an exact category Ml are defined by Quillen as KJ.4 = TT,+~( Qkd), 
i 2 0, where QM is a category known as the Q-construction on M. For a ring R, K,P, = K,R 
(the usual algebraic K-groups of R) where P, is the category of finitely generated projective 
right R-modules. Previous study of K,R has required not only the Q-construction, but also a 
model for the loop space of QP,, known as the Y’S-construction. Unfortunately, the 
S-‘S-construction does not yield a loop space for QfLQ when M is arbitrary. In this paper, two 
useful models of a loop space for Qu, with no restriction on the exact category L&, are 
described. Moreover, these constructions are shown to be directly related to the Y’S- 
construction. The simpler of the two constructions fails to have a certain symmetry property 
with respect to dualization of the exact category mm. This deficiency is eliminated in the second 
construction, which is somewhat more complicated. Applications are given to the relative 
algebraic K-theory of an exact functor of exact categories, with special attention given to the 
case when the exact functor is cofinal. 
1. Preliminaries and basic constructions 
This paper gives proofs of results announced in [l], together with some 
applications to relative algebraic K-theory. 
Let Ml be an exact category as in [4]. The associated exact category whose 
objects are the (admissible) short exact sequences of Ml will be denoted M2. The 
morphisms of Ml2 are morphisms of short exact sequences in the usual sense, and 
the (admissible) short exact sequences of Ml* are those sequences which give rise 
to 3 x 3 (admissible) exact commutative diagrams in Ml. Thus, if 
are objects of MI’, an (admissible) short exact sequence 
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of Ml2 is a 3 x 3 commutative diagram 
in Ml whose rows are R, S, T and whose columns are also (admissible) short exact 
sequences of M. 
Observe that, since the kernel of an (admissible) epimorphism is determined up 
to unique isomorphism, an exact category G’M which is exactly equivalent to Ml2 
is obtained by ignoring the left halves of objects and morphisms of Ml2 (e.g. the 
L', A' part of the object R and the left half of the 3 X 3 diagram above). Of 
course, the circle notation is necessary for the definition of a morphism of G’M. 
Dually, an exact category FrfU (the category of (admissibly) filtered objects of 
length one of Ml) which is also exactly equivalent to Ml* is obtained by ignoring 
the right halves of objects and morphisms of Ml*. There will be other instances of 
suppressing kernels (or cokernels), especially when it makes for a more compact 
exposition. 
Recall that the Q-construction on an exact category fMl is the category QM 
whose objects are the same as those of Ml, but whose morphisms and composition 
are defined differently, as follows: A morphism M'+ M in QM is an isomor- 
phism class (rel. M', M) of bicartesian squares 
in Ml with vertical and horizontal arrows (admissible) epimorphisms and mono- 
morphisms, respectively. Note that if two such diagrams are isomorphic (rel. 
M', M), then they are uniquely so isomorphic. Furthermore, the above diagram is 
determined by either of its subdiagrams 
M,,wM M 
5 or $ 
M' Ml-M, 
up to unique isomorphism involving only the missing pieces by pushout or 
pullback, respectively. Also note that, here and elsewhere in this paper, a square 
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box 0 is used in commutative diagrams to indicate a bicartesian square. (It is also 
used in the text to indicate ‘end of proof’.) 
A composition M”+ M’* M in QMI is defined by means of pullback and/or 
pushout, as the following pair of diagrams illustrate: 
Recall from [3] that if Ml is an exact category, there is the extension construction 
EM on M which is a category fibered over QMI via a functor 
q:EM-QM 
as follows: Objects of EM are short exact sequences of M (i.e. objects of M”) 
M-N-P, 
and q(M w N + P) = P. A morphism 
(M I-N’ -P')- (M- N- P) 
in EM is represented by a diagram in M 
M-N-P 
where rows are exact and morphisms are admissible as indicated, up to isomor- 
phism of such diagrams involving only PO. The morphism represented by the 
above diagram is sent by q to the morphism P’+ P in QM represented by the 
right-hand column of the above diagram. The middle column defines an opfibered 
(the term is cofibered in [4]) functor t: ERvll + IM, where ZM is the category of 
(admissible) monomorphisms of Ml. Now ZMI is contractible (0 is an initial object); 
moreover, for every N in ZM, since t-‘N has initial object 
NsN-++0, 
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t-‘N is contractible, also. Therefore, t is a homotopy equivalence, and hence EM 
is contractible. Of course, EM could just as well have been defined (up to 
canonical equivalence of categories) by suppressing mention of the left halves of 
objects and morphisms (the M-parts above). This will be the case in the following 
sections. 
In Section 3, it will be shown that the fiber product of two copies of EM over 
QM is a loop space for QfMl. Ingredients essential to the proof of this fact are 
given in Section 2. The more subtle K-construction is presented in Section 4, with 
the proof that this also yields a loop space for the Q-construction relying on the 
results of Section 3. Section 5 relates the S-‘S-construction of [3] to the 
constructions given here. The final section describes the relative algebraic K- 
theory of and fibrations associated to an exact functor F, with particular attention 
given to the simplifications which result in the special case F is cofinal. 
2. The rr-construction and the A-construction 
This section presents two constructions on an exact category Ml, each of which 
produces a category homotopy equivalent to &Ml. One of these constructions is 
essential to the proofs of the main results of the next section, and the other 
provides a possible alternative approach to the constructions of the next section. 
The r-construction on the exact category Ml is the category &Jl constructed as 
the fiber product over QM of QM x QMI and EM, where QM x QfMl+ QM is 
induced by the direct sum functor M X M+ M and where EMI* QMI is the 
functor q of the previous section. Thus, an object of rrMl is a triple 
(note that the kernel of N-H U @ V has been suppressed) and morphisms are 
defined in an evident manner. Since the composition of fibered functors is fibered, 
the functors 
sending the object above to U, V respectively are easily seen to be fibered, for 
they are the compositions of the fibered functor &Jl+ QM x QM with the 
respective projections of a Cartesian product onto a factor (which is trivially 
fibered). 
Lemma 2.1. The functors u, u: &!I+ QMI are homotopy equivalences of 
categories. 
Proof. Note that u-‘0 s EM z u-*0. In fact the proof is accomplished by showing 
that the fibers of u and u are contractible and applying Quillen’s Theorem A. By 
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symmetry, it suffices to do this for U. So, fix U and let JU be the category whose 
objects are (admissible) epimorphisms N-H U and for which a morphism 
(N’-HU)+(N-;wU) 
is a commutative diagram 
N-U 
I /I 
N' - U 
with the target and source as the top and bottom rows. Composition is defined in 
an evident manner. Now, JU is contractible as evidenced by the following diagram 
in J, which is natural in N + U: 
I II 
U@N-U 
I Ii 
U -U 
The diagram defines natural transformations 
Now, the functor t: u-‘(U) + J, sending (U, V, N-u U CD V) to the composite 
(N+ U CI3V+ U) is opfibered, where opbase change along the morphism 
(N’+ U)+ (N +U) above sends (U, V’, N’+U@V’) to (U,V, N+U@V), 
where V is obtained by pushout from (N c-( N’ ++ V’). Furthermore, the opfiber 
over (N+ U) has initial object (U, 0, N++ U @O). The result now follows. q 
Observe that, as maps into the H-space QMI (induced by direct sum on Ml), u 
and u are opposite, for their sum factors through the contractible space EM. In 
particular, this sum of maps is just the composite 
and the factorization of this composite through EM is given by the definition of 
ITM as a fiber product. 
If Ml is an exact category, then the A-construc~kr on M is the category AM 
described as follows: An object of AM is a diagram 
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in fUl such that the composite K- Q is zero and the induced map 
K-, Ker(M + Q) is an admissible monomorphism (or, equivalently, the induced 
map Coker(K + M)+ Q is an admissible epimorphism). A morphism 
(K’w MA Q’)* (K* M++ Q) 
in ADI is the isomorphism class of a commutative diagram 
KmM---+Q 
in RY! whose middle row is also in AM and for which the isomorphisms within a 
class only involve the middle row. The left, middle, and right columns of the 
above diagram define respective functors 
s,t,q:AM-QM, 
and the diagram itself defines natural transformations 
Lemma 2.2. The functors s, t, q : AM -s= Qb! are homotopic homotopy equival- 
ences of categories. 
Proof. The functor t is opfibered, and, for M in QMI, t-lbf has initial object 
O-M-0; 
hence, tC’M is contractible, and t is a homotopy equivalence by [4, Theorem A]. 
The rest follows from the above natural transformations connecting s, t, q. q 
More is true, as the reader may readily verify: namely, s and q are each fibered 
functors with contractible fibers. Note that 
s-r0 s EM and qPIO z EbAoP . 
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3. The elementary K-construction 
The first and simpler construction of a loop space for the Q-construction is the 
subject of this section. Essentially, it involves taking the fiber product of two 
copies of the extension construction over the Q-construction. Thus, the ingredi- 
ents would have been known to Quillen and Grayson, certainly by the time of the 
appearance of [3]. However, the proof given here that this construction works to 
produce a loop space of the Q-construction makes use of the r-construction of 
the previous section. 
If M is an exact category, the little K-construction or the k-construction on M is 
the category kbU defined as follows: An object of kd.4 is an ordered pair of objects 
of EM whose images under q: EM+ QM are the same object of QMI; in other 
words, an object of kbU is a diagram of the form 
M-V +--NY 
where M * V and N ++ V are the two objects of EbU, and V is their common 
image in QM. A morphism 
(M’- V -N’)-+ (M-V -N) 
in kbU is represented by a diagram in M 
M-V++---N 
PPI 
M’ -++ V, tt N’ 
up to isomorphism of such diagrams involving only V,. Note that objects and 
morphisms are being described here in the short form, wherein the kernel parts of 
corresponding objects and morphisms of ElWl have been suppressed. Clearly, this 
is just a detailed description of kM as the fiber product of two copies of EAdl over 
The principal result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 3.1. For any exact category M, kM is homotopy 
space of QbU. 
equivalent to the loop 
As advertised above, the proof of Theorem 3.1 will be accomplished with the 
aid of the r-construction. The idea is to build a suitable fibration over QMI with 
contractible total space and kM as typical fiber. This is done as follows: Let Edbll 
be the fiber product of &A and EM over QM, where v : &Ml-+ QM defines the 
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structure of rrm/o ver QfUl. Similarly, let EAM be the fiber product of AM and EM 
over QM, where q : AM --, QfL4 defines the structure of ARYI over QlU. In other 
words, an object of E&! is a diagram 
such that the resulting morphism from M to U 63 V is an (admissible) epimorphism 
M + U G3 V, and an object of EAM is a diagram 
such that the composite U + V is zero and the induced map U --+ Ker(M + V) is 
an admissible monomorphism. Thus the following diagrams of categories and 
functors are pullbacks: 
ET&II---+= EM EAM - EM 
I I1 1 
&II--_, QRJI AM- QM 
Lemma 3.2. Both of the categories E&Al and EAkAl are contractible. 
Proof. In the above diagrams, the bottom horizontal functors are fibered with 
contractible fibers. Since the diagrams are pullbacks (i.e. fiber products) of 
categories, it follows that the top horizontal functors are fibered with contractible 
fibers and hence are homotopy equivalences by [4, Theorem A]. Since EM is 
contractible, the lemma follows. 0 
Taking the first (U) term defines functors 
u,: E&U- QkJ and u,: EAM- QM 
which are fibered, since they are composites 
E&AI- TM-QM and EAM-AM- QM 
of fibered functors (the first functor in each case is fibered because of the pullback 
definition of the domain category). Now if U’ ft U, w U represents a morphism 
in QM, then base changes 
u,‘(U) -u,‘(U’) and uil(U) - uhl(U’) 
are defined as follows: Base change for the object 
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U+-MMV tc-N 
in U,‘(U) along this morphism is given by the following diagram: 
U-M-V-N 
T q I II II 
U,,+M’-wV-N 
1 II II II 
Similarly, base change for the object 
in u,‘(U) is given by the following diagram: 
U++M-V-N 
I II /I II 
U,, >-tM-V-N 
L q 1 /I I/ 
U’ +-+M’ -nV-N 
Base change for morphisms in u,‘(U) and u;‘(U) is now canonically deter- 
mined. Observe that both u,‘(O) = /&I and u,‘(O) = WI. The main technical 
result for the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the following: 
Theorem 3.3. Base changes for the Jibered functor 
are homotopy equivalences. 
Corollary 3.4. The sequence 
is a homotopy fibration with contractible total space. 
Proof of Corollary 3.4 (and Theorem 3.1). This is immediate, using Lemma 3.2 
and Theorem 3.3 together with [4, Theorem B]. Cl 
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Remark. The corresponding results using EAM in place of En-M would yield a 
different proof of Theorem 3.1. However, the following proof of Theorem 3.3 
does not carry over to a version of Theorem 3.3 for EAM. It seems that in the 
definition of AM one needs to restrict to those objects (K w M-W Q) for which 
K ti M splits. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Note that for any (admissible) monomorphism i : U’ s-+ U 
in Ml, i, = ii,,, and for any (admissible) epimorphism j : U + U” in Ml, jU = jU,, j. 
Since homotopy equivalences are invertible, it therefore suffices to establish 
homotopy equivalence of base change functors only for injective morphisms and 
surjective morphisms 
(iu)! = [O=Oh+ U] and ( jU)! = [0 t U=U] 
of QM. 
Consider first the case 
(ju)!*:u,‘(U) --+u,‘(O)=kM, 
which sends (U&M&V&N) to (M &V&N) in kM. Define the functor 
t,: kbtI+ u,‘(U) 
by sending (KG V&N) in kM to 
u ffW) u@K’o,K!- v =U@N 
on objects in an evident way on morphisms, namely so that t, isrreally a suitable 
restriction to fibers of left translation in EdA by the object (U ++U +O *U) in 
the H-space structures of EdAl and QM induced by direct sum. Then 
(j,)‘*t,(KA V &N)=(U@K%V d=U@N) 
and diagram (A) below defines natural transformations of functors 
( jv)!*tv * * + I,, , 
where the middle row of the diagram defines the unnamed functor. 
U@K __), V =(O,Y)tBN 
(0-K) 
/I I 
(0.1) 
lCT3K I/ 
(3 U@K- U@V--““@N 
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Let C$ : U $ M ++ U $ V be the morphism given by 
and consider the following diagram in u,r (U): 
u ~ (l,O) U~M (O,cl) ~ vtc (o,“) lJc%N 
I/ II f (0.1) U--(I.O)U@M~ II UW=U@N 
II I 
0 0 
I( ) 1 
0 
I 
(9 
h 
U-MA v&N 
The top row is t,(j,)!*(U~M~V~N), and the diagram itself defines natural 
transformations of functors 
Therefore (iU)!*: u,‘(U)-+ u,’ (0) = /&I is a homotopy equivalence. 
Next, consider the case 
(iU>T : u,‘(U) --u,‘(O)=kM, 
which sends (U&M&V&N) to (K L V&N) in kbll, where k: K + V is the 
restriction of I_L to K = Ker A. Define the functor 
su: kM- u,‘(U) 
by sending (K&V&N) in kM to 
(0.K) U--o~~&----++ V-Y&’ 
on objects and in an evident way on morphisms, namely so that sr, is really a 
suitable restriction to fibers of left translation in ErrM by the object 
(U kl.l+O +O). Then (iu)Tsu = l,,. Finally, consider the following diagram 
in u,‘(U): 
U--oU@M (0.P) (0.u) ____n Vi+----UUN 
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The morphism + : U G3 M -++ U CB V is given by 
G=(! L). 
The top row is tr,(iu)‘*(u 2 M -% V g N) which was considered above, 
the bottom row is just sU(iU)T(u +k ML V &- N). Again the diagram 
defines natural transformations of functors 
to( j”)!* * * e su(iu)T . 
while 
itself 
It follows that (ir,)T: u,‘(U)* u,‘(O) = l&l is a homotopy equivalence. This 
completes the proof that base changes for u, are homotopy equivalences as 
claimed. 0 
As pointed out in [4], the Q-construction on an exact category and its dual are 
really the same; i.e., QMI and QMl”p are canonically isomorphic, where the 
injective arrows of one are identified with the surjective arrows of the other. 
Unfortunately, there is no such equivalence for the little k-construction, essential- 
ly because there is no isomorphism between the extension constructions on Ml and 
Mop. Expressed in terms of the exact category Ml, an object of kMoP is really a 
diagram 
PtcUwQ 
in M, while a morphism (P’t< U’w Q’)+ (P++ U>-, Q) is represented by a 
commutative diagram in ~MI of the form 
Pt----cU+-+Q 
P’ - U, - Q’ 
II I- II 
P’ - U’ - Q’ 
Clearly, there is no isomorphism functor from kMoP to kM. This is a sad state of 
affairs, since kMoP and kM are homotopy equivalent (they are loop spaces of 
isomorphic categories QMlop and QMI). In the next section, a direct homotopy 
equivalence between kMoP and kM is exhibited, along with a more symmetric 
construction of a loop space for QMI. 
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4. The K-construction 
In this section the construction of a loop space for Q-construction is presented 
which is symmetric with respect to the dualization problems mentioned in the 
previous section. It is also used to provide functorial homotopy equivalences 
between the k-construction of the previous sections and its dual. The results of 
this section are essential for the unified approach to unitary algebraic K-theory 
and Witt theory of nonsingular forms and formations in [2]. 
To begin, let M be an exact category. Then the P-construction on M is the 
category PfLll defined as follows: An object of PM is just a short exact sequence of 
Ml (i.e. an object of Ml*) 
A morphism (K’w M’ + P’) * (K H M + P) in PM is represented by an 
equivalence class of commutative diagrams with exact rows of the following form: 
K+----+M----+P 
Two such diagrams are equivalent if they are isomorphic via an isomorphism 
which is the identity at every vertex except the M, vertex. Composition is defined 
so that the middle (M) part defines a functor m : PAAl+ QFUI. Thus, the left (K) 
part defines a functor k : PfVJ -+ ZM (the injective morphisms of QMI), and the 
right (P) part defines a functor p : P&d-+ Jm/o (the surjective morphisms of QMI). 
In fact, P/U could just as well have been defined as the subcategory of Q(M*) 
which is the inverse image of ZMI X JM C QM X QMI under the functor 
which extracts the subobject and quotient object parts of a short exact sequence. 
In this context, note that m = tot 1 PM is a faithful functor. Since f is a homotopy 
equivalence [4, Theorem 21, and ZM x JM is contractible, the following should 
come as no surprise: 
Lemma 4.1. The category P/VI is contractible. 
Proof. Restriction to the first (K-) column defines a functor PM+ ZRdl which is 
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opfibered, and the opfiber over the object K in ZM has initial object KG K ++O. 
Since the opfibers are contractible and ZM is contractible, the result follows from 
Quillen’s Theorem A. 0 
Lemma 4.2. There is a functorial isomorphism of categories 
D, : PMoP = PM 
which, via m, covers the canonical isomorphism 
D MOP=D;l. q 
Note that the category PM could just as well have 
QFUI”’ z Qbll; furthermore, 
been defined by concentrat- 
ing either on the monomorphic (K w M) part or on the epimorphic (M ++ P) part 
of a short exact sequence K H M ++ P. Either of these simplifications obscures but 
does not destroy the symmetry with respect to dualization which is expressed by 
Lemma 4.2. 
The (big) K-construction on the exact category M is the category KM which is 
defined as the fiber product of two copies of PM over QM, where Pbll is viewed 
as a category over QMI via m : PM+ Q&d. Thus, in terms of the monomorphic 
parts of the short exact sequences involved, an object of KM is essentially just a 
diagram 
and a morphism (K’ w M’ t< L’)+ (K H M t( L) in KM is represented by an 
equivalence class of commutative diagrams of the following form: 
K+--+MuL 
K’ w M’ u L’ 
Two such diagrams are equivalent if they are isomorphic via an isomophism which 
is the identity at every vertex except the M,, vertex. The reader should keep in 
mind that the epimorphic halves (M + P and M + Q) of two short exact 
sequences (K x-+ M * P and L H M ++ Q, respectively) have been suppressed for 
notational convenience only in the preceding description of objects and mor- 
phisms of KM. The following is immediate from Lemma 4.2 and the definition of 
KM: 
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Proposition 4.3. There is a functorial diagram of categories and functors, 
KMoP- PMoP x PM” 
1 
44 
I 
DM~DM 
KM~PMxPM 
where the horizontal arrows are inclusions and the vertical arrows are isomor- 
phisms of categories. 0 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 4.4. For any exact category M, KM is homotopy equivalent to the loop 
space of QbU. 
The idea of proof parallels the proof of Theorem 3.1 above, namely to build a 
suitable fibration over QMI with contractible total space and Kilo as typical fiber. 
This is accomplished with an analogue of the ET-construction of the preceding 
section. 
Let U E MI and define a category L,M as follows: An object of L,M is a 
diagram (U ft K t-;, M u L), and a morphism 
(U ftK’~+M’u L’)- (U+=+KHM+-CL) 
in L,bll is represented by a commutative diagram of the following form: 
up to isomorphism involving only M,. Composition is defined in an evident way, 
so that ignoring the first (U) column defines a functor L,bU-+ KM. Note that 
L&l = KM. 
Now if u = i! j! : U’ + U is a morphism in QMI, where i : U, w U is an admissible 
monomorphism in Ml and j : U, ++ U’ is an admissible epimorphism in Ml, then 
there is the functor 
u” = (i!j!)* = j!*iT : L,FbU+ L,Iwl 
defined by pullback along i and composition with j; in other words, on objects, u* 
sends the top row to the bottom row of the following commutative diagram in M: 
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u’+-JJMML 
It is clear how u* must be defined on morphisms. Note that there are (unique) 
natural isomorphisms V, US : u’*u* =$ (MA’)*. 
’ The functors u*, together with the natural isomorphisms v,,,,, make up the 
base change functors for a category LBAI fibered over QMI with fiber L,M over 
the object U E QM. In particular, a morphism 
(U’ ++K’H M’cc L’)-(U +Kw Mtc L) 
in LM is represented by a commutative diagram of the following form: 
U-K-M-L 
I o I II II 
U, - J -M-L 
1 II II II 
U’-J-M-L 
II I”InI ,‘J’-K -M -L’ 
II II lo II 
U’ ct_K’ MM’-L’ 
up to unique isomorphism of such diagrams involving only the U,, J, and MO 
vertices. In other words, if u : U’+ U in QMI, then the upper half of the above 
diagram represents the base change process, 
u*(U -eKwMt<L)=(U’*J-M-L), 
and the lower half of the diagram represents a morphism 
f:(U’++K’wM’tcL’)-+ u*(U *K-M-L) 
in L,,kA. The composition (u, f)(u’, f’) is defined by 
(u, f )(u’, f’) = (uu’, %,,.U’*(f )f ‘) 
Theorem 4.4 is a direct corollary of the following more precise assertion: 
Theorem 4.5. The category LM is contractible, and base changes for the jibered 
functor r : LM -+ QAd are homotopy equivalences; hence, the sequence 
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is a homotopy jibration with contractible total space. 
The proof of Theorem 4.5 requires some preliminary constructions involving 
the category E&II of the previous section. Let XE Ed4 be the object 
and let C,Ml be the category defined as follows: An object of C,M is a 
commutative diagram in Ml of the following form: 
iJ+KwMtcL 
A L 5 
v=v=v 
where the admissible epimorphisms come from those in X; hence, the resulting 
morphism from K to U @ V is an admissible epimorphism K + U @ V. A 
morphism 
lJttK~+NtcL UttK-MuL 
v=v=v 
is an admissible epimorphism M ++ N such that the two objects in the above 
diagram are subdiagrams of the following diagram: 
lJctK~+MtcL 
II II 5 II 
U+KwNt<L 
Lemma 4.6. The category C,AAl is contractible. 
Proof. The category C,Ml is nonempty, for there is the object 
U *K-K@L#L 
of C,Ml, where the injections are those of the direct sum and K G3 L + V is the 
unique induced morphism. Now consider any two objects of C&Q, 
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U++-KMMt-cL and U-K++NuL 
1 k 5 I J 1 
V= v=v V===V=V 
say. Then the fiber product P of M and N over V, together with the injections of 
K, L into P determine a product object 
UH-K-P-L 
of C,Ml as well as morphisms from this product object to the two original objects. 
Thus, C,M is path connected. The construction of the product object and the 
morphisms from the product object to its factors is functorial in the factors. 
Hence, there are natural transformations 
(M) factor 3 (P) factor c (N) factor, 
and, fixing one factor, say the second (N) factor, provides natural transformations 
connecting the identity functor, viewed as the first (M) factor, through the 
product to a constant functor. But this is just the specification of a contracting 
homotopy, which finishes the proof. 0 
The next step is to observe that C,M is the fiber over X E E&ll of a category 
CM fibered over E&l, where base change functors 
x* : C,M+ c,AA 
are defined in essentially the only way that makes sense, namely, the (M) part of 
an object in C&A is replaced by pullback of M +V along V, H V where 
x:X’-+ X restricts on the (V) part to a morphism represented, say, by 
V’ +V,, H V. Let f : CM+ Enfk4l denote the corresponding fibered functor. Let 
CUM denote the full subcategory of CM determined by those objects X above 
with U in &Ml fixed. Then C,RAl=f-‘(u,‘(U)) = O-‘(U), where 8 = 
u,f : CM+ QFJ.4 is a fibered functor (being the composite of fibered functors). 
Proposition 4.7. The functors f : CM+ E&U, fu : C,M+ u,‘(U) are homotopy 
equivalences. 
Proof. This follows from [4, Theorem A], thanks to Lemma 4.6. 0 
Corollary 4.8. The category CM is contractible, and base changes for the jibered 
functor 8 : CM+ QAAI are homotopy equivalences; hence, the sequence 
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C&A--+ CM- QkA 
is a homotopy jibration with contractible total space. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.7 together with the corresponding results 
for U, : E&Ul+ QDI (Lemma 3.2, Theorem 3.3, Corollary 3.4). 0 
Next, observe that ignoring the (V) part of objects and morphisms of C,Ml 
defines a functor 
g, : C,M- L”M 
which is opfibered. Moreover, the category 
F=g,‘(lJ++KMMtcL) 
consists of all objects and morphisms 
U+---K+-+M+--+L 
4 4 4 
V ,- - I/‘= V’ 
arising from admissible epimorphisms 
II+--K++M+--+L 
d 
4 4 1 
v=v====v 
V’ ft V. Clearly F has initial object 
4 4 4 
o= 0 =o 
and so is contractible. This yields the following, by means of [4, Theorem A]: 
Proposition 4.9. The functor g, : C,kA-+ L,M is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. By Propositions 4.7 and 4.9. 
K~=LL,M=C,,M=u,‘(0)=kM. 
Theorem 3.1 now gives the desired conclusion. 0 
This together with the duality properties given by Proposition 4.3 relate kM 
and kMoP in the desired way. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. The above process of ignoring the (V) part of objects and 
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morphisms applied to all of CM instead of just C,M defines a functor 
g:CbQ+LM, 
which is neither fibered nor opfibered. However, g is a functor of categories 
fibered over Q&Al; in other words, the functors g, : CUM-+ L,,M commute with 
the base change functors for the fibers of 8 : CM-+ QM and rr : LM-, QMl. 
Hence, base changes for rr are homotopy equivalences by Corollary 4.8 and 
Proposition 4.9. The contractibility of LM now follows from that of CM since g 
maps fibration sequences 
(C&U+ CM: QM)~(KM-t LMG QM) 
inducing homotopy equivalences on fiber and base. 0 
Remark. The functorial relation of LM through CM to ErrM as fibered categories 
over QMI together with Proposition 4.3 provide a fiberwise version of the duality 
considerations mentioned above. 
If in the definition of the category LM one ignores the rightmost column (the L 
part), then one obtains a category T;IM fibered over QMI via the functor 
7: DfMl+ QM for which r(U ft K w M) = U; furthermore, each of the fibers 
r-‘(U) is contractible (exercise), and F’(O) z PM. There is also the functor 
p : nMl-+ QfMl which is definitely neither fibered nor opfibered, and the restric- 
tion of p to r-‘(O) is identified with m : PM + QM. Now, just as KM is the fiber 
product of two copies of PM over QMI, we see that LM is the fiber product of 
IBAI with PM over QM, where LlM is regarded as a category over QM via p (not 
r). This more nearly parallels the construction EdM in the previous section. 
5. The relation with S-‘S 
If P is an exact category in which every (admissible) short exact sequence splits, 
then the S-‘S-construction of [3] provides a loop space S-‘SP for QlP. In this 
section a functor S-‘SP+ KlFP which induces a homotopy equivalence is de- 
scribed. 
Recall from [3] that S-‘S$ has objects (K, L) E P x [Fp, and a morphism 
(K’, L’)* (K L) 
is the equivalence class of a triple (S, K, A) with S E P where 
K:K’@S~K and A:L’@SgL 
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in [Fp. Two triples (s, K, A) and (s, K’, A’) are equivalent if and only if there is an 
isomorphism u : S’ z S such that 
K’=K(~K,@V) and h’=h(l,,@~). 
Composition is defined in an evident way. 
Now define a functor f: S-‘SP+ KP as follows: On objects set f(K, ~5) = 
(KH KCE Ltc L) with the canonical injections. If [S, K, A]:(K’, L’)-,(K, L), 
then let f[S, K, A] be defined by the following diagram: 
K’- K’@L’$Su L’ 
II 1 II 
K’m K’@ L’- L’ 
where h is the composite 
h=(; 
K’ 0 0 
0 1s 
1 L’ 0 
0 1s 1 
The surjective arrow is the canonical projection. 
Theorem 5.1. The functor f : S-‘SP+ KP is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. From [3] there is the fibration sequence 
S-‘P+ S-‘EP+ QP 
with contractible total space, where EP is the extension construction on P. Let 
E,P C EP denote the fiber over U E QP of EP+ QP. Then S-‘E,P has objects 
(U ttK,L)EE,PxP, 
and a morphism (U ft K’, L ‘) +- (U ++ K, L) is the equivalence class of a triple 
(S, K, A) with SE P where 
K:K’@S~K and A:L’&)SsL 
in P and, in addition, the composite 
K’wK’@S;,K+U 
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is the surjection K' ++ U. Equivalence of such triples is defined in the same way it 
is defined above for S-‘SP. Now define a functor 
g, : s-‘E,P+ L”P 
by f(Uft K, L)=(U ft K H K 93 L t( L) on objects. For morphisms, let 
f[,S, K, A] be defined by the following diagram: 
where h is as before. Then the g, commute with base changes for the fibered 
functors S-‘EP-+ QP and LP+ QP, and so they are the restrictions to fibers of 
a functor g : S-‘EP + LP of categories fibered over QP. Thus, f and g determine 
a map of fibration sequences 
which is a homotopy equivalence on base and total space, and hence on fibers. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
6. Fibrations and cofinality 
The most obvious application of either Corollary 3.4 or Theorem 4.5 is to 
relative algebraic K-theory of an exact functor F : N+ fidl of exact categories. 
Thus, define K(F) to be the fiber product of QfV with Lfbll over QM, i.e. so that 
the following is a pullback diagram of categories and functors: 
K(F) -LM 
I 
WF 
QF Q; 
/ 
QN- 
An object of K(F) is therefore a pair 
(U,F(U)+KwMt<L), 
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where the second component is an object of M. Morphisms and composition are 
defined in an evident manner. There is the inclusion KM = n;‘(O) C K(F). The 
algebraic K-groups of the functor F are then defined by K,,F = T~K(F) for n 2 0 
(see Remarks below). 
Theorem 6.1. The sequence 
KM- K(F)> QN 
is a homotopy jibration; hence, there is the following long exact sequence of 
algebraic K-groups: 
. . .-+ K,,+,F+ K,,N+ K,Ml* K,,F+ K,_,N-, . . . 
. . .+ K,F+ K,N+ K&I-, K,F+O. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, 7rF is a fibered functor with base change functors all 
homotopy equivalences. The result follows from [4, Theorem B]. Cl 
Remarks. A similar result holds for k(F) defined to be the fiber product of QM 
with Ed& over QfW, and K,,Fz rnk(F) is the same. The definition given for K,F 
(in either case) makes the long exact sequence above terminate in 0, but is 
deficient in the sense of lower K-theory, and therefore must be regarded as only 
provisional. 
Recall that EdA was defined to be the fiber product of &VU with EM over QfU, 
using one of the two fibered functors U, u : G&U-, QIU (namely u) to define the 
structure of TM as a category over QfU, and using the other fibered functor 
(namely u) on the &ll factor of EdMl to define the structure of E&I as a fibered 
category over QfVl. The inverse image in &tl of 0 E QfUl under either u or u is 
isomorphic to EM. These facts suggest the following construction: 
Let -ykJ be the fiber product of two copies of VM over QM. Thus an object of 
ytU is a diagram 
such that the two summed arrows K-H U 03 V, L + V CD W are admissible epimor- 
phisms as indicated. The left, middle, and right columns define functors 
U, u, w : y FUI + QM, each of which is a fibered functor with contractible fibers; 
hence, each of U, u, w is a homotopy equivalence. Note that each of u @ u, 
u 63 w : rM-, QFUI lifts to EM over QIUI and is thus nullhomotopic; therefore, 
u = w : y M -+ QM. The left and right halves define y M as a subcategory of 
Ed?4 X EdUl, and U,W together define a fibered functor 
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f=C > 
; :yM- QMxQM; 
moreover, f -r(O, 0) z kMl, and f -‘(O x &Ml) = u-‘(O) z E~,AI E w-‘(O) = 
f-‘(QbUxO). F urt h ermore, since u = w and U, w are homotopy equivalences 
with QM, f is homotopy equivalent to the diagonal inclusion of QM in QMI x 
QFMI. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is readily extended to yield the following: 
Theorem 6.2. Base changes for the fibered functor f : yM+ QM x QM are 
homotopy equivalences; hence, the sequence 
kM- yM&QM x QMl 
is a homotopy$bration. 0 
The same sort of thing works for the K-construction. Let TM be the fiber 
product of two copies of IIM over QMI, where both factors are categories over 
QM via the functor p. Thus, an object of IXll is a diagram of the following form: 
U*KwMuL++W. 
The first and last columns define functors U, w : I%ll-+ QM which are fibered, are 
homotopic as maps and, in fact, have contractible fibers; hence, u and w are 
homotopic homotopy equivalences of I%ll with QMI. Together u and w determine 
a fibered functor 
f=(Z): lW~QMxQM; 
moreover, f -‘(O, 0) E KM, and f -‘(O x QMI) = u-‘(O) 1 LM s w-‘(O) = 
f-‘(QbUxO). A na ogues 1 of Lemma 4.6, Proposition 4.7, Corollary 4.8 and the 
proof of Theorem 4.5 adapt to yield the following from Theorem 6.2: 
Theorem 6.3. Base changes for the jibered functor f : I%!* QM X QM are 
homotopy equivalences; hence, the sequence 
is a homotopy jibration. 0 
Now, given an exact functor F : N + Ml, let y(F) be the fiber product of TN 
with &! over QfMl, where the structure of TN over QMI is given by the 
composition of u with QF; similarly, let r(F) be the fiber product of IIN with 
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LW over QAA where the structure of IIN over QFJ is given by the composition of 
p with QF and that of IIPJI over Q/JAI is given by p. Thus, an object of y(F) is a 
pair of diagrams 
Ue-K+V, FV*L*W, 
and an object of T(F) is a pair of diagrams 
U+KHN, FNuL++W, 
where for each category y(F) and T(F), the first diagram of the pair is in FV and 
the second is in MO. Since y(F) is the fiber product of (QF)u with a fibered 
functor with contractible fibers, y(F) is homotopy equivalent to TN which is in 
turn homotopy equivalent to QN via either u or u. Moreover, the first and last 
column functors u : y(F)+ QAJ and w : y(F)+ Qi.4 together determine a fibered 
functor 
g= ld 
i 1 W : y(F)+ QN x QM > 
which is essentially the graph of QF. The methods of Section 4 accomplish the 
corresponding results for T(F), namely that T(F) is homotopy equivalent to QFV 
and there is a fibered functor 
:T(F)+QNxQbU, 
which is essentially the graph of QF. However, it is not true without some extra 
conditions on F that base changes for either of these fibered functors g are 
homotopy equivalences. The best that can be said is that the functors u (= prig) 
taking y(F) and T(F) to QN are fibered with contractible fibers. Under suitable 
hypothesis, one might hope that base changes for these fibered functors g will be 
homotopy equivalences or, equivalently, that base changes for the functors w 
taking y(F) and T(F) to QRJI will be homotopy equivalences. The condition 
required for this to work is the following: 
Definition. The exact functor F: fil+ M is coJina1 if for any M E M, there exist 
NEN and PEM such that MCBPGFN. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 6.4. If the exact functor F: bd + M is cojinal, then base changes for the 
jibered functors 
g: y(F)--, QN x QM and g: T(F)-+ QhJ X Qbll 
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are homotopy equivalences; hence, there are fibration sequences 
kFM-+ y(F)+ QN x QMI 
and 
where kFMl and KFMl denote the fibers over (0,O). 
Corollary 6.5. The categories kFM and KFM are homotopy equivalent to KM. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. As remarked above, it suffices to prove that base changes 
for the functors w : y(F) + QN X QfMl and w : T(F) + Qf+J X QM are homotopy 
equivalences. There is a category C(F) whose typical object is a pair of diagrams 
of the form 
U+KHN FNttL++W 
II 51 
v=v FV=FV 
similar in nature to the category CM of Section 4, and functors 
y(F) +- C(F) ---, Y(F) 
of categories fibered over QfV x QM!. Appropriate analogues of Propositions 4.7 
and 4.9 show that these functors are homotopy equivalences on fibers, and so it 
suffices to consider only the case of the functor w defined on y(F). The proof of 
Corollary 6.5 in this case parallels that of Theorem 3.3, with appropriate 
modifications utilizing the cofinality hypothesis to take care of the fact that an 
object of y(F) is not a single diagram, but a pair of related diagrams. 
As was the case with Theorem 3.3, it suffices to establish homotopy equivalence 
of base change functors of w just for the injective and surjective morphisms of 
QMI of the form 
(iw)!=[O=OwW] and (jw)!=[OftW=W], 
both sending w-‘(W) to w-‘(O). Using the cofinality of F, let NE QfW and 
P E &Ml be chosen so that PC!3 Wz FN. Then a homotopy inverse to the base 
change functor 
( jw)!” :w-y W)+ w-l(o) 
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is the functor t, : w-l(O)+ w-‘(W) which sends the object 
(U *K++V, Fv ttM++O) 
of w-‘(O) to the object 
(U++N@K+V,FVttFN@M++W) 
of w-‘(W). In other words, t, is obtained from left translation in the direct sum 
induced H-space structure of y(F) by the object 
(0 +N+O,O ++FN*W). 
The homotopy (iw)!*tw = I,,-~(,,) is routinely obtained from a pair of natural 
transformations of functors, 
(iw)!*tw 3 * c b(0) 7 
just as in Theorem 3.3. The opposite order homotopy tw(jw)!* = lw-~o+,) is 
obtained from a pair of natural transformations of functors, 
defined by a diagram pair of the following form: 
U-N$K-V ,/ /, t fV-FN@L-W 
-FN @ L-W 
U-K----++V FV++----L-W 
In the lower left square of the diagram on the right, the arrow on top is defined 
essentially the same as 4 in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and the arrow on the right is 
the composite 
L?-+W@L ++FN@L. 
where the first morphism is the product of L * W and L = L. 
Now a homotopy inverse to the base change functor 
(iw)T : w-‘(w)-+ w-‘(o) 
is the functor sW : w-‘(O)- w-‘(W) which sends the object 
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(U- K-V,FV -M-O) 
of w-‘(O) to the object 
(U-K- v, FV‘+-- WCBM- W) 
of w-‘(W). Then (&,)Ts~ = lW-+,), so it remains to show that sw(iw)T 2: lw~ICW). 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, this is done once we have a homotopy 
tw( jW)!* = sW(iW)T. But such a homotopy is obtained from natural transforma- 
tions of functors 
defined by a diagram pair of the following form: 
U-NCI3K-V FV-FN@L-W 
iJ+---K-----WV FV-L-W 
As before, some care must be taken in the definitions of the arrows in the lower 
left square of the diagram on the right, with the corresponding part of the proof 
of Theorem 3.3 again providing the pattern. q 
Let kr(F) and Kr(F) be w-‘(O) in -y(F) and r(F), respectively. Then 
restricting the fibrations of Theorem 6.4 to QN C QN X QMI yields the following: 
Theorem 6.6. Zf the exact functor F : N -+ Ml is cojinal, then base changes for the 
fibered functors 
rtF: kF(F)w QN and 7~~: KF(F)- QN 
are homotopy equivalences; hence, there are fibration sequences 
kFM+ kr(F)- QN 
and 
K%--+ KF(F) - QN 
where kFM and KFfU are the respective fibers over 0. Furthermore, these fibration 
sequences are fiberwise equivalent to the jibration sequence of Theorem 6.1. 0 
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Here is a variation on the above constructions which, for the cofinal exact 
functor F: N + Ml, converts the functor QF: QN+ QMI into a fibration. The 
category E(F) is defined as follows: The objects of [E(F) are diagrams 
(W CCL. w FN, N) with L, W in M, N in M. A morphism (W’ ft L’ w FN’, 
N’) -+ (W ft L ts FN, N) is the isomorphism class of a commutative diagram of 
the following form: 
wet-L- FN N 
5” II II /I 
W’ - J -FN N 
W’tt-L’ - FN’ N’ 
up to unique isomorphism of such diagrams involving only the W,, J, and N, 
vertices. The W-column describes the base change process for a fibered functor 
w : E(F) + QM, and the N-column defines a functor E : iE( F) + Qk4. The diagram 
itself describes a natural transformation from w to FE. Now E(F) is itself the 
target of an evident functor e: T(F) -+ E(F) (ignore the K- and U- parts of T(F)) 
which is opfibered with contractible fibers, and so is homotopy equivalent to T(F) 
via e. But u : T(F) --f Qk! is already known to be a homotopy equivalence, and the 
diagram describing an object of T(F) defines a natural transformation from u to 
Fe; therefore, F is a homotopy equivalence. These observations are natural with 
respect to the fibering of both T(F) and E(F) over QMI, from which it follows that 
base changes for the functor w : E(F) + QM are homotopy equivalences when F is 
cofinal. Thus w-‘(O) = K(F) is the desired homotopy fiber of QF, as summarized 
in the following: 
Theorem 6.7. For an exact cojinal functor F: N+ Ml, the sequence 
K(F)-, E(F)2 QM 1s a homotopy fibration which, via E : [E(F) + QN, realizes 
QF as a homotopy Jibration. 0 
It is easy to see that PM is just W(lM), and the K-construction KM is just K(A) 
where A is the diagonal imbedding of M in its Cartesian square. The localization 
theorems for algebraic K-theory (cf. [3,4]) are easily proved using this construc- 
tion. In fact, the unitary localization theorems of [2] are proved via this 
construction and contain the localization theorems of algebraic K-theory as 
special cases. In a somewhat different vein, arguing as above with y(F) in place of 
T(F) leads to another method of replacing QF by a homotopy fibration, but the 
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present model, K(F), appears to be better suited for applications (at least to 
unitary algebraic K-theory). 
Addendum 
It has been pointed out that there is overlap with a recent preprint of Gillet and 
Grayson, in which a simplicial set is described whose edgewise subdivision is 
easily seen to be equivalent to the nerve of the little K-construction of Section 3. 
As a consequence, their construction also does not have the desired symmetry 
property with respect to dualization. 
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